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PRO-Brush shown here; these rules apply to 
ALL ActiVet brushes!

Diamond Daily Care Brush Diamond Daily Care Brush

On dense mats, brush in a „bycicle type“ motion 
with a straight wrist - DO NOT apply conventio-
nal „wrist-flicking“ hacking motion

Brush with a „light hand“ -
do not push down while brushing

Use continuous, smooth strokes, keeping your 
wrist STRAIGHT, do NOT apply traditional
„hacking“ motion

Operate in direction of handle only - 
DO NOT USE BRUSH SIDEWAYS!!!

fully flexible brush-head 
allows for comfortable 
brushing:
- less snagging
- less „ripping“
- easy to use
- extremely durable
- waterproof

straight, inclined bristles 
for a smooth finish.
From the experts: The 
straight bristles help 
TRAIN animals which are 
not fond of brushing yet!

curved bristles 
for  thorough 
brushing and for 
de-matting

- easier on the coat
- easier on the user
- may alleviate r.m.s.
(repetitive motion 
syndrome)

flexible for best results

effective,
but gentle

2-in-1



...für jedes Fell

Savoir Vivre International GmbH
Wanheimer Straße 45, 40472 Düsseldorf
Tel.: +49 211 1711707 - Fax. +49 211 1711709
www.savoirvivre.biz - mail@savoirvivre.biz

Allround-Brush FIRM

Allround-Brush SOFT

Allround-Brush SUPER-SOFT

ActiVet MEGA (9,0cm WIDE)
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Allround-Brush 
SUPER-SOFT

Activet Diamond-Daily-Care brushes are an 
excellent toolfor daily coat care. The straight 

non-snagging bristles can be used to alleviate 
a possible fear of brushing in most animals by 

training them with these smooth bristles.

4,5 cm / 9 cm WIDE

2-in-1:

Diamond-Daily-Care BrushDiamond-Daily-Care Brush

glitter-color-code

rounded
stainless steel

bristles

effective,
but gentle

flexible
brush-head

-the original ActiVet System-
 made in Germany since 1998

Allround-Brush 
FIRM

Allround-Brush 
SOFT

SINGLE HEAD BRUSH: Dogs 5 lbs to 40 lbs with 
coarse & thick coats and/or heavy undercoat.
A light, yet extremely powerful brush for brushing 
out and de-matting.

SINGLE HEAD BRUSH: Dogs 5 lbs to 40 lbs 
with dense, fluffy, silky coats with little or no 
undercoat, full coated small Terriers. Light and 
flexible, the brush-head is softer than the one on 
the FIRM brush.

SINGLE HEAD BRUSH: Dogs 5 lbs to 40 lbs, 
silky and delicate coats, best brush for most 
breeds in show condition. Great for puppies and 
toy breeds; gently untangles critical areas.

DOUBLE-HEAD BRUSHES: Dogs 40lbs.&up - For medium 
to large breeds, heavy undercoat and large, double-coated 
breeds all MEGA-Brushes are the ultimate time-savers.


